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View Product Geekvape Aegis 100w Box Mod Privacy Review This website uses cookies so we can provide you with the best user experience. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs features such as recognizing you when you return to our website and helping our team understand which sections of the website you find the most
interesting and useful. Strictly necessary cookies Strictly necessary cookies must be included at any time so that we can save your settings for cookie settings. If you turn off this cookie, we won't be able to save your preferences. This means that whenever you visit this website, you will need to turn cookies back on or off. Image not available forColon:
eBayHealth &amp;; BeautyElectronic Smoking, Parts &amp;; Accs £47.99Colons:ColoursBrush Pistol Metal (Out of Stock)Gloss Purple Brown (Out of Stock)Gloss Violet Blue (Out of Stock)Gradient White with 2x 18650 BATTERY: :WITH 2x 18650 BATTERY:Yes No Multi-Buy: Qty 110+ availableRegistration number in the local commercial register or other
registerAdreshaider ALI47 Kelsall AvenueBlackburnUnited KingdomBB1 5RUTerms and the terms of this offerAll goods are sold here with a full money back guarantee of 30 days. If something is wrong with the purchase, please contact us before leaving any bad reviews, we will try our best to resolve this issue. ThanksAll item sold here with a full 30 days of
money back guarantee. If something is wrong with the purchase, please contact us before leaving any bad reviews, we will try our best to resolve this issue. ThanksRelated elements to consider The device has an adjustable voltage range of 2 volts to 6 volts, allowing a significant amount of variation in what is possible from extracting taste from your favorite
electronic liquid juice. The 510 unit is spring-loaded, which means that it is not only compatible with a huge array of tanks, but the spring loading mechanism provides an extremely secure connection to brilliant conductivity results. This connection ensures that every last drop of power will make its way, flawlessly, to the tank. The unit is also loaded with safety
features including atomizer protection, short-circuit protection and low voltage protection. All battery functions are also visible on the transparent OLED display on the front of the device. The battery requires two 18650 batteries (sold separately). Wismec have been in the e-cigarette industry for quite some time and they know exactly what Weiper wants from
the unit and noisy Cricket 2 is no exception. They work tirelessly to make sure their high-tech devices are fully customizable in power and temperature, and that their tanks have the best airflow. It is impossible to be disappointed in the product from this manufacturer. WISMEC's original noisy cricketer got a bit of a bad boy reputation, mainly seemingly thanks
over zealous builders who simply did not understand the amazing power it can unleash. However, those vapers who knew what they were doing welcomed it as one of the best fashions ever - high praise indeed. The updated version, aptly called Noisy Cricket 2, addressed some of those reported problems, and the WISMEC team also included some safety
features. Of greater interest is the very cool addition of being able to change mods from parallel to series - giving you a choice of extreme power or longer battery life. The unique voltage switch can be rotating by setting the mod between 2v and 6v. This is a mod strictly for the experienced and those competent enough to understand its complexity - and of
course you'll need an external charger. WISMEC Noisy Cricket 2-25 Characteristics Dimensions: 87 x 48 x 25 millimeters Cell type: Two high-speed batteries 18650 Short circuit protection Atomizer Low voltage protection Protection Voltage Adjusting Switch 510 Spring Connector Board can run in parallel or series Battery Indicator WISMEC Noisy Cricket 2-
25 Photos Ethos Crispy Treats - Apple 3 x 10ml Multi pack Sorry, This item from stock Ethos Crispy treat - Strawberry 3 x 10ml Multi pack Sorry , this item from the stock Ethos Crispy treats - Marshmallow 3 x 10ml Multi pack Sorry, this item from the stock Fanta poison 80 ml Sorry, this item from the reserve Forest fruit poison 80 ml Sorry, this item from the
stock Sherbert Lemon poison 80 ml Sorry, this item from the stock Blackcurrant ice poison 80 ml Sorry , this item from the stock Pinkman poison 80 ml Sorry , this item from the vimto poison reserve 80 ml Sorry, this item from the reserve Red A poison 80 ml Sorry, this item from the stock Vaping Forum - Vape Planet &gt; Ecig Discussion &gt; All ECigs &gt;
Wanting to join the rest of our members? Why not sign up today! Registration Vaping Forum - Planet of the Vapes &gt; Ecig Discussions &gt; All ECigs &gt; DescriptionNoisy Cricket II - 25,updated version of Noisy Cricket, quite smart and multifunctional. With several chain protection systems that make the device much safer and reliable. In addition, two
modes are available under the scheme in rows: direct output and constant voltage. Noisy Cricket II-25, an updated version of Noisy Cricket Mod, is pretty clever and multifunctional. Thanks to the additional scheme in the series and in parallel, several chain protection systems are used, which make the device much safe and reliable. In addition, two modes are
available under the scheme in rows: direct output and constant voltage. Simplicity and efficiency make Noisy Cricket II outstanding and popular. Size: 48*25*87mm Thread type: 510 spring loaded flow Cell type: High speed 18650 cells (offload current should be above 25A) Multiple chain protection systems: contour protection systems are used, aware of the
overall protection of the device, making it much safer and reliable. Additional scheme in series and parallel: Just turnover boards, you can choose a series or parallel circuit of your choice. Cell Variable Structure 18650: With variable cells 18650, it is much safer and more user friendly. Alternative mode of operation: in the section Cells in the conditions of the
series scheme there are two modes: direct output mode and permanent voltage output mode. Unique adjustable voltage design: By rotating the voltage control switch in series conditions, the output voltage can be adjusted from 2B to 6B. Battery show: The button indicator will slowly catch fire or flash after looseness when the battery count is high. On the
contrary, the light will flash frequently. Please take out the cells and charge them through an external charger.   1 * Noisy Cricket II-25 1 * Warning Card 1 * User Guide Guide
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